Abstract -In this paper, a new simultaneous locating and calibrating algorithm for the pseudolites based mobile robot navigation system is proposed. First, the calibrating and locating of pseudolites based mobile robot navigation system are modeled as a nonlinear filtering problem. Subsequently, an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) algorithm which is effective to deal with the uncertainties and nonlinearities in the observation and process model is suggested to solve the nonlinear filtering problem. Finally, the simuluation results with respect to the navigation systems composed of three pseudolites and one mobile robot verifies the feasible and validity of the new algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Safety navigation of autonomous mobile robots depends on reliable location. Global Position System (GPS) is now popular for autonomous mobile robots' navigation in commercial, military, and spacing applications. However, in some situations, such as urban canyons, dam monitoring in valleys and deep open-cut mines, the number of visible GPS satellites may be insufficient to determine precise coordinates, which invalidates GPS based localization strategy.
Pseudolites, as a ground-based transmitter of GPS-like signals, can enhance the satellite's signal, or even replace the GPS satellite constellation in some circumstances. Before the GPS satellite constellation was in orbit, it should be tested using ground-based transmitters, which is just the origin of pseudolite. The use of pseudolites was firstly proposed in 1984 by Klein and Parkinson to improve the GPS navigation geometry, availability, reliability, and robustness [1] . Pseudolites can be used to improve the positioning accuracy in some special surroundings [2] or transfer an outdoor-signal into an indoor-signal [3] . Pseudolites have also been used for an independent navigation system such as in the circumstances of Mars where there are no GPS signals can be received [4] . This paper proposes a new simultaneous locating and calibrating algorithm for the pseudolite based mobile robot navigation system. And the rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in section II, the structure and principle of pseudolite positioning system is introduced.
Second, the main algorithm is given in section III by using the UKF algorithm. Finally, the simulation results with respect to the positioning system composed of 3 GPS transceivers and 1 mobile robot and the conclusion are given respectively in section IV and section V.
II. PSEUDOLITE POSITIONING THEORY
A satellite has an atomic clock that controls a radio transmitter whose precisely timed signals can be heard across half the Earth's surface. A GPS receiver can pick up signals from several satellites. The receiver can compare the delays between the satellite signals to compute its position anywhere on the earth, within a margin of error the size of a baseball field. More accurate positioning can be done by using differential positioning between the user and a reference receiver at a known, nearby location. This approach (DGPS) exploits the fact that many of the error sources such as ionospheric interference are highly correlated with the receiver position, and so appear as common-mode to all users. DGPS technique is especially effective when the receivers are configured to track the carrier instead of the modulated code on the GPS signal. Carrier Different GPS (CDGPS) can give accuracies on the order of 1 cm, at the expense of adding in an unknown ambiguity in the integer number of wavelengths in the received signals. In this paper, we use the principle of CDGPS for our mobile robot's navigation.
A. GPS Transceiver
A GPS transceiver receives and transmits GPS signals. The unit mainly consists of a transmitter, a receiver and an antenna. GPS transceivers have also appeared several times in the navigation literature. One of the first instances of GPS transceivers appears in Cobb [8] , wherein a GPS transceiver, which is listening to a satellite, rebroadcasts that received signal using a different pseudo-random noise (PRN) code, acting as a code-synchronous signal reflector. This device, called a "synchrolite," forms a key part of the IBLS/LAAS system. The receiver component keeps the device synchronized to GPS time, while the transmit component provides an additional ranging source for a passing aircraft. A paper by Stone and LeMaster et al [7] presented a summary of different kinds of pseudolites and transceivers, and also discussed a variety of potential applications. Stone and LeMaster et al [7] introduced a new kind of transceiver architecture called a selfdifferencing transceiver or "differlite." Rather than actively synchronizing the transmitted signal with the received one, in a self-differencing transceiver the pseudolite and receiver components operate independently by using separate oscillators. The receiver monitors the broadcast signal from its associated pseudolite, and synchronization is performed after the measurement process by using modified double-differencing techniques. Fig.1 shows the structure of a self-differencing transceiver. This paper will use this kind of transceiver to construct the locating system. 
B. Double Difference Observation Equation
Data differentiations are methods of combining GPS data (of the same type) measured at different stations. Single difference (SD) is the difference formed by data observed at two stations on the same satellite. Double differences are formed between two single differences related to two observed satellites. Upon analyzing the transceivers' double difference observation equation, we can obtain the carrier phase observation equation when transceiver i receives the signal of transceiver j,
The Superscript j denotes the signal transmitter and the subscript denotes the signal receiver. 
2), we can obtain the single difference observation equation of transceiver j and i
Similarly, the opposite direction single difference observation equation of transceiver j and i express as 
where,
is the range between transceiver j and i.
is the double difference carrier-phase integer between transceivers i and j.
is the double difference random noise in the measurement between transceiver i and j. The most important property of double difference is that the clock errors terms in the equation ( The double difference equations, n(n-1) equations of n transceivers, can be expressed as
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III. SIMULTANEOUS LOCATING AND CALIBRATING
The primary difficulty with autonomous deployment of the pseudolites is determining where the pseudolites have actually been placed. For the transceivers, it is necessary to know the precise locations of the stationary transceivers themselves and the precise trajectory of the robot at the same time. Simultaneous Locating and Calibrating means to determine locations of the stationary transceivers and mobile robots. This process therefore falls into the class of applications known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [9, 11] .
A. Basic Idea
The system consists of one mobile robot and one pseudolite-array which are arranged by some stationary transceivers. The transceiver binding on the mobile robot can move with the robot. Imagine, for the sake of simplicity, a two-dimensional mobile robot and three transceivers are presented.
The navigation system, presented in Fig.2 , contains three stationary transceivers (#1, #2 and #3) and one mobile transceiver (#4). ( ) 
B. Predictive Filter
The position uncertainty of the robot and transceivers can be resolved effectively by Kalman Filter [10] in real time control. Kalman Filter, estimating the optimal states form dynamic noisy signals, is an effective recursive filter widely found in the applications of real time systems.
The mobile robot that we believe is located at position , | r k k x as shown in Fig.3 ; and that such location is known with some level of uncertainty indicated by the area inside the ellipse , | r k k P . The subscript r indicates the part of the state vector r x and of the error covariance matrix r P associated to the robot pose. The ellipse indicates a level curve of equal uncertainty and its principal axes are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix r P . The term k is used to indicate the time step. Once the motion command is complete, the robot acquires information about the stationary transceivers. They measure the distance from the mobile robot to the stationary transceivers ( 
C. System Model
The motion of the mobile robot and the measurement of the stationary transceivers are governed by the discretetime state transition model 1 ( , , )
The input vector The system state transition model
We now develop expressions for the mobile robot, a nonlinear nonholonomic velocity controlled wheeled vehicle with three degrees of freedom, and three 2-dimensional stationary transceivers located on the ground. 
where, l is the distance from the wheel axle center to the mobile transceiver antenna, T ∆ is the time constant, and v υ , v ω are zero mean Gaussian model noises. / 2  2  2  1  2  1  2  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,2 ,  1,2   1/ 2  2  2  1  1  1, ,  , 
where, λ is wavelength of GPS signal and
is the observation between transceiver n and n-1.
the double difference carrier-phase integer between transceiver n and n-1.
is the random noise in the measurement between transceiver n and n-1.
D. UKF Algorithm
The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [10] is used to deal with the problem mentioned above. UKF was first introduced by S.J. Julier & J.K.Uhlmann. The UKF method has found a number of applications in high-order, nonlinear coupled systems including navigation systems for high-speed road vehicles [5] , public transportation systems [6] , data assimilation systems [14] , and underwater vehicles [15] .
The main idea of UKF is to transform statistical information through a nonlinear transformation by the U transform. The algorithm has been extended to capture the first four moments of a Gaussian distribution and the first three moments of an arbitrary distribution. UKF has the same appeal as linearization for the EKF, but unlike linearization the UKF provides sufficient accuracy to be applied in many highly nonlinear filtering and control applications [12] .
The state transition model (3.5) and observation model (3.6) is calculated by the UKF algorithm as follow:
First, initiate the robot and transceivers' state vector
and enlarge the initial state vector and covariance matrix with the input command
Second, calculate the Sigma point and update a priori state estimate
then calculate the a priori mean and covariance At last, update the measurement and correct the state and covariance and update the state and covariance Fig.7 . From the figures, we obtain that UKF has well estimated the position of robot and stationary transceivers simultaneously. We can also prove that UKF has estimated better results than EKF. The error of UKF is nearly convergent at zero, but instability or disconvergence occurs in the same instance of EKF. The reason falls in the linearization error of the nonlinear equation (3.5) and (3.6). 
V. CONCLUSION
The uncertainty of the robot and transceivers' positions has been resolved effectively by the Unscented Kalman Filter. Once giving the initial positions the UKF is demonstrated to estimate the optimal state x and reduce the covariance P . Compared to EKF, UKF for simultaneous locating and calibrating is more accuracy and stabile. However, the initial uncertainty r P , system noise k Q and measurement noise k R will largely infect the Filter's performance thus the UKF method for simultaneous locating and calibrating should be restricted in some conditions. By carefully choosing r P , k Q and k R , the simultaneous locating and calibrating will be successful.
